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Abstract

A new approach to controlling HVAC heating coils using a neural network to
predict future coil steady state values is investigated. The approach implements a
controller that resets or 'stu�s' the value of the PI control loop with the expected
value needed to achieve the desired steady state coil temperatures. The traditional
control method achieves the desired steady state values after the integral term
of the PI control loop accrues enough summed error to do so. The e�ect of this
integral action usually involves a lengthy amount of time. The method investigated
in this report shows that by using a properly trained neural network to reset the
PI control loop at the moment of a set point change or coil inlet disturbance, the
performance time of this PI/net controller is reduced greatly from the performance
time of the same PI controller acting alone.

In addition, a new coil dynamic model is presented that utilizes the exact so-
lution to the coil governing partial di�erential equation for a step change in water
ow rate. This new model is the �rst step to developing a future model that can
accurately predict the coil dynamics for several varying coil inlet conditions ex-
pected to occur under MIMO control. The new model is compared with previously
published simpli�ed PDE coil models and against actual measured coil dynamics.
Several advantages of this new coil model are discussed.

xiv



Chapter 1

Introduction

The heating of a ducted HVAC system is often done by controlling the outlet air
temperature from a hot water to air heat exchanger. The control for this usually
involves a PI control device that regulates the water ow rate by monitoring the
air outlet temperature signal.

Typically, the PI controller is tuned to produce a quick stable response for
the highest gain state of the system. If the system moves to a lower gain, then
the controller will remain stable but produce a sluggish response. This happens
because the outlet air temperature will not increase as much for a given change
in water ow rate at a low gain state as it will for a high gain state. Thus, a
longer time is needed for the integral term to accrue enough summed error to
bring the system to the newly speci�ed set point. Therefore, most HVAC system
PI controllers perform poorly when a low gain state is encountered and perform
reasonably well when a high gain state is encountered.

If at the moment of a set point change or system disturbance, the controller
could predict the valve position needed to bring the outlet air temperature to the
speci�ed set point, then the valve could be repositioned immediately. This would
eliminate the time needed for the integral term to bring the system to the steady
state and thus produce a controller that could perform well for the entire range of
high and low gain states.

The purpose of the �rst part of this report is to show how using a properly
trained neural network to predict future valve positions combined with a PI con-
troller performs as well or better than the same PI controller acting alone for the
entire range of gain states expected by an HVAC system.
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The second part of this report investigates a dynamic heat exchanger model
derived from the �rst principles of thermodynamics. Previously published dynamic
models for heat exchangers have been discrete time models (DTMs) or simpli�ed
�rst principle derivations. This section begins by analytically solving the governing
partial di�erential equation for a cross ow, uids unmixed, �nned tube heat
exchanger. It concludes by comparing the dynamic prediction to actual dynamic
performance of the heat exchanger for a step change in water ow rate. The model
presented is the �rst step in the development of a PDE model that can predict the
coil dynamics under several simultaneous changing inlet conditions. This future
model will be helpful for the simulation of more complex HVAC control schemes.
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Chapter 2

Literature Survey

As proposed by Anderson, Hittle, Katz, and Kretchmar in their paper "Reinforce-
ment Learning, Neural Networks and PI Control Applied to a Heating Coil" [1],
the outlet air temperature of a hot water to air heat exchanger can be controlled
by using a neural net that predicts the valve position needed to achieve a speci�ed
steady state air outlet temperature. The neural net would have as inputs the water
temperature into the coil, air temperature into the coil, ow rate of air, and the
desired air outlet temperature set point. Given these inputs, the neural net could
predict the needed water valve position that would achieve the desired steady state
air outlet temperature.

Dynamic models of a cross ow heat exchanger were �rst presented by Gartner
and Harrison in 1965 [2]. Their model as well as other published models that
followed primarily investigated the frequency response of heat exchangers [3, 4, 5].
Other models solved the PDE of one �nned element of the cross ow heat exchanger
and used the solution to these elements to determine the solution of the heat
exchanger [6, 7]. The computation time of these �nite element solutions was fairly
lengthy. Still other models considered a discrete time solution of the heat exchanger
dynamics [8].

Tamm was the �rst to develop a dynamic multi-row counterow coil model [9].
His model, like Gartner and Harrison was interpreted in the frequency domain.
The terms needed in the solution grew exceedingly numerous as the number of coil
passes increased. The �nite element models of B.A. Reichert and associates [6]
as well as S. Kabelac [7] investigate multi-pass heat exchangers as well. Both
publications address the lengthy amount of time that counter ow arrangement
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models need to converge on a solution.

The master's thesis of McCutchan investigated the time solution of a cross
ow, water to air heat exchanger [10]. His thesis extended the work of Gartner and
Harrison by developing a �rst principles model of a �nned serpentine cross ow heat
exchanger. The mixed partial di�erential equation that resulted was considered too
diÆcult to solve when McCutchan's research was published. Instead, McCutchan
divided the dynamics of the coil into two separate actions and used superposition
to determine model predictions.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Program

To evaluate the performance of a PI/net controller vs a standard PI controller
as well as evaluate the dynamic model of the heat exchanger, an experimental
program was conducted. It's purpose was to �rst compare the settling times of the
two controllers to an air outlet set point change and second to observe the transient
response of the heat exchanger to a water velocity change and air velocity change
while other inlet conditions remained constant. The experimental results were
then used as a reference for evaluating the dynamic model.

3.1 Apparatus

The HVAC system setup used is shown in �gure 3.1. A variable speed fan near
the outlet duct draws air through the system. Outside air enters through a duct
connected to a window and return air enters through a duct open to the inside of
the lab. Each air ow is controlled by a parallel blade damper near where the air
ows meet in the mixing box. After the mixing box, the air passes through a �lter
and then through a heating coil. The air �nally passes through the fan and out
of the building through another ducted window. The hot water side consists of a
pump, an electric heater, an expansion tank, and a three way mixing valve that
controls the amount of water ow through the heating coil.

5



3.1.1 Heating Coil

The heating coil used in this study was a four pass, 23 run, plate �n, counter ow
tube heat exchanger illustrated in Figure 3.2. The tube core was 0.010 m outside
diameter copper tubing permanently expanded into the �ns to form a metal to
metal pressure contact between the tube and the �n collar.

The �ns had a pitch of 472 �ns per meter and were 0.25 mm thick aluminum
�n formed into a wavy pattern to improve heat transfer. Fin collars completely
covered the tubing between �ns.

Figure 3.3 supplies overall dimensions of the coil while Figure 3.4 shows the
cross section dimensions of the tubing and �ns.

3.1.2 Water Handling System

The water was heated by four electric heaters that supplied a total power capacity
slightly over 14 kilowatts. The heater was controlled through the computer system
by a PI control loop that kept the water temperature within 5 degrees C of a
speci�ed boiler set point. The approximately 15 meters of 0.02 meter diameter
pipe leading to and from the coil was covered with 10 mm thick foam insulation.

For control of the water velocity, a pneumatically actuated three way mixing
valve setup was used as shown in �gure 3.5. A valve positioner was also used on the
pneumatic actuator to reduce hysteresis. This valve was controlled with an electric
signal that originated from the computer system. The signal was passed through
an electric to pneumatic transducer that then controlled the valve pneumatically.
A schematic of the HVAC system water side is illustrated in �gure 3.6.

3.1.3 Air Handling System

Figure 3.7 is a schematic of the air side of the HVAC system. A variable speed
centrifugal blower was located downstream of the heat exchanger. The fan drew air
through a �ltered mixing box upstream of the heat exchanger that mixed outside
and inside room air by two pneumatically actuated parallel blade dampers.

The ducts were made from 25 mm thick �ber glass insulation board. After the
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heat exchanger, the duct necked down from a 0.61 m x 0.61 m cross section area
to a 0.31 m x 0.31 m cross section area to insure a higher velocity air ow across
the air ow measurement pitot rack. The duct in this section between the heat
exchanger and the pitot rack was lined with a smooth plastic �lm coupled with a
ow straightener to insure smooth ow at the pitot rack.

3.2 Instrumentation

3.2.1 Fluid Temperatures

All temperatures were measured with platinum RTDs. The water temperature
sensors were screwed into 25 mm diameter copper wells that were placed at a 90o

elbow to the water ow as shown in �gure 3.7. There was a water temperature
sensor placed after the heater, one before, and one after the heat exchanger.

Outside air was measured by a duct point RTD. The outside air RTD was
placed in the duct, 10 cm from the louvered window that was the opening to the
outside. Aluminum foil was placed on the louvered window to eliminate excessive
preheating of the outside air by sunlight. The return air temperature sensor was a
0.41 m long averaging RTD hooked directly to the opening of the return damper
box. The air temperature at the inlet of the coil was measured by a 0.61 m
long averaging RTD. The probe was placed 0.31 m before the coil and before the
standard duct �lter. The �lter absorbed thermal radiation from the coil during low
air ow conditions and high coil temperatures that might give the sensor erroneous
measurements. The air temperature leaving the coil was measured by a 0.41 m
long averaging RTD that was positioned after the duct contraction. The higher air
ow in the contracted duct as well as the further distance from the coil insured that
thermal radiation from the coil would not cause the sensor to output erroneous
temperatures.

3.2.2 Fluid Velocities

Water velocity was calculated from the water mass ow rate measured using a
Micro Motion model DT sensor. The accuracy of the micro motion was very good,
only .032 percent of value at the lowest mass ow rate.
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Air velocity was measured using a Setra pressure transducer connected to a
pitot rack positioned after the heating coil. Due to the rough walled �ber glass
duct board, the air ow did not enter the pitot rack smoothly. The duct between
the pitot rack and the heat exchanger was then lined with PVC sheets adding
signi�cant smoothness to the ow but not correcting the measurement error in the
air ow. Using a traversable pitot tube hooked up to a micromanometer, several
airow conditions were measured and a calibration curve was �t to the pitot rack
setup.

3.3 Data Acquisition

Signals frommeasurement devices were brought into the computer interface through
two National Instrument input data acquisition cards. The signals were �ltered on
the boards and also inside the computer software program used for data interface.
The output signals used to control the HVAC system initiated within the computer
and were conditioned by four Advantech wiring terminal cards.

The data interface was set up using Real Time Windows Workshop designed
for the use with MATLAB software programs. Real-Time Workshop allows for real
time data acquisition, multiple output control signals, and the use of Simulink to
organize and manipulate data. A Dell brand pentium II, 400 megahertz computer,
with 128 megabytes of RAM was used as the interface platform. A view of the
data acquisition system and computer are shown in �gure 3.8.

3.4 Initial Tests

Before the dynamic control experiments were conducted, several preliminary tests
were performed.

3.4.1 RTD time constants

The RTD's measuring the uid temperatures react dynamically as a �rst order
system.

To �nd the time constants of the water RTD's, an RTD at room temperature

8



was rapidly placed in a cup of 50oC water and agitated for a minute at various
rates coincident with expected water velocity. A time constant of 3.8 seconds was
observed at low agitations and a time constant of 2 seconds was observed at higher
agitations. Considering that the heat exchanger time constant is at a minimum of
100 seconds, the highest sensor time constant is almost two orders of magnitude
faster.

The air RTD's time constants were measured in a similar fashion. The outlet
air averaging temperature sensor was placed in room temperature air while the
HVAC system heated up air inside the duct system. Once it was observed that the
water temperatures in the HVAC system were at steady state, the air temperature
sensor were plunged back into the duct work. The time constant was measured
in this way at a low and a high air ow rate. The time constants for the low
air ow was measured at 37 seconds while the time constant for the higher air
ow was measured at 33 seconds. The high time constant gives the impression of
increased performance time. For the neural network controllers vs the PI controller
comparisons, the time lag of the air sensor is not compensated for. For the dynamic
model comparison with actual data, the time lag is compensated for in order to
obtain accurate comparisons.

The water ow sensor time constant is listed as 0.8 seconds, again much lower
than the expected minimum heat exchanger time constant.

The pitot rack can measure air velocity changes at the speed of sound. The
Setra air transducers had a measured time constant of 0.3 seconds. The testing
of the Setra transducers were performed by pulling the stagnation plug from the
transducer and observing how quickly the pressure signal reached atmospheric
pressure. Again, the time constant of the air ow measuring system is much faster
then what is expected for the heat exchanger time constant.

3.4.2 Inlet Air Pro�les

Inlet air velocity and temperature pro�les at the inlet of the coil were measured
with a traversable hot wire anemometer. The plot of the inlet air velocity and air
temperature are shown in �gures 3.9 and 3.10 respectively. The worst case scenario
was considered to be operating with both dampers 50 percent open. The velocity
pro�le was fairly smooth across the centerline of the heat exchanger. There was
also minimum side to side variations. The temperature pro�le was not constant
across the centerline. There was a 2:1oC temperature gradient from the bottom

9



1 2 3 4
Twi[

oC] 59.1 59.0 59.2 59.2
Tai[

oC] 21.8 22.9 17.3 16.8
Two[

oC] 24.3 37.1 46.5 53.0
Tao[

oC] 27.0 37.2 50.5 55.2
Fa[m

3=s] 0.746 0.706 0.395 0.395
Fw[m

3=s] 2:76 � 10�5 1:10 � 10�4 2:30 � 10�4 5:41 � 10�4

Qa[W ] Air Side Power 3883 9471 12521 14482
Qw[W ] Water Side Power 3983 9971 12082 13856
% di�erence 2.6 5.3 3.6 4.5

Table 3.1: Steady state energy balances

to the top of the duct. This temperature gradient is acceptable since most mixing
boxes encountered in industry have similar predicted air temperature gradients.
Again, using industry standard equipment such as this mixing box design improve
the applicability of the results in this report.

3.4.3 Steady State Tests

To check instrumentation, several steady state heat balance checks were performed.
The results of several of these test are shown in table 3.1. The average heat
balance di�erence is 4% of the total heat transferred and the max di�erence of
5.3% occurred at high air ows.

3.4.4 Dynamic Tests

For comparison with model predictions, dynamic coil tests were performed with
step increases in water ow, air ow, and air inlet temperature. The steps in water
ow were achieved by stepping the water valve, the air ow achieved by stepping
the fan speed, and the air inlet temperature achieved by switching the air inlet
from outside air to return air. The results of three cases are shown in �gure 3.11.
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Figure 3.1: Over View of the HVAC Setup
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Figure 3.2: Cross ow heat exchanger in duct
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Figure 3.3: Cross ow heat exchanger overall dimensions
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Figure 3.4: Heat exchanger cross section dimensions
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Figure 3.5: Water control valve setup
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Figure 3.6: Water Side Schematic of the HVAC system
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Figure 3.7: Air Side Schematic of the HVAC System
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Figure 3.8: Data Acquisition System
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Figure 3.9: Coil inlet air velocity pro�le

Figure 3.10: Coil inlet air temperature pro�le
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Chapter 4

Steady State Model Development

The formulation of the neural network controller and the dynamic model relies on
the development of a steady state prediction model. The model for the steady state
prediction used the e�ectiveness-NTU method. This method employs the use of
heat transfer coeÆcients and coil geometric data to express the heat transfer from
the water to air side. By the series of equations 4.1 through 4.6, the steady state
outlet water and air temperatures can be calculated knowing only geometric data
and heat transfer coeÆcients that can be found in a coil manufacturers catalog.

1

UA
=

1

�haAa
+
ln(Do

Di
)

2�kL
+

1

hwAw
(4.1)

NTU � UA

Cmin
(4.2)

"p = 1� exp [
1

Cr
(
NTU

4
)0:22exp [�Cr(

NTU

4
)0:78]� 1] (4.3)

" =
[
1�"pCr
1�"P

]n � 1

[
1�"pCr
1�"p

]n � Cr

(4.4)

Taoss = Tai +
"Cmin(Twi � Tai)

Ca
(4.5)
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Overall Dimensions
Face dimension 0.61 m x 0.61 m
Total width (�n width) 0.089 m
Air side area (Aa) 28.12 m2

Water side area (Aw) 1.681 m2

Fin Dimensions
Fin pitch 472 �ns/m
No. of �ns 288
Fin thickness 0.25 mm
No. of waves per �n 7.5
Wave spacing (crest to crest) 0.012 m
Wave crest height 1.6 mm
Tube Dimensions
Tube I.D. (Di) 9.1 mm
Tube O.D. (Do) 10.2 mm
No. of passes 4
No. of tube runs per pass 24
Length of one tube run for one pass (Lf ) 0.61 m
Vertical tube spacing 0.0265 m
Horizontal tube spacing 0.022 m
Vertical o�set of adjacent tube passes 0.0133 m
Stretched out length of a U-bend 0.067 m
Total length of one tube pass (Lt) 2.67 m
Header diameter 25.4 mm

Table 4.1: Coil dimensions

Twoss = Twi � "Cmin(Twi � Tai)

Cw
(4.6)

4.1 Geometric Data

Before the steady state conditions can be calculated, the geometric con�guration
and dimensions of the coil must be understood. Figure 4.1 shows a cross section
view of the heat exchanger, �gure 4.2 shows a pro�le of a wavy heat exchanger �n,
and table 4.1 lists the dimensions of the heat exchanger.
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Figure 4.1: Cross section of heat exchanger
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4.1.1 Air Side Area: Aa

The air side area is composed of 288 wavy �ns and the portion of the tube collar
that is exposed directly to the air stream. The area of the air side is then the sum
of these two components.

Aa = 288 � Afin +Atube collar (4.7)

The area of each �n has 96 holes cut through it by the tube passes. Neglecting
the edge on area of the �ns, the area of both sides of each �n is the width of the
�n times the height of the �ns minus the area of the holes Afin = Afinw=oholes �
96 � Ahole. The hole area cut by each tube pass is considered to be the circular
area made with a diameter equal to that of the O.D. of the tube passes. The area
of each �n becomes

Ahole = �(
Do

2
)2 = 8:107 � 10�5 m2 (4.8)

Afin = 2 �Wfin �Hfin � 96 �Ahole = 7:783 � 10�3 m2 (4.9)

The exposed tube collar area is considered to be the area of the 96 tube passes
minus the thickness of the 288 �ns across the length of the all the tubes.

Atube collar = 96 � � �Do � (Ltube � 288 � tfin) = 0:1366 m2 (4.10)

Using equation 4.7, the air side area can be summed

Aa = 28:12 m2 (4.11)

4.1.2 Water Side Area: Aw

The water side area is composed of the inside tube area of the 24 run, four pass
heat exchanger minus the area within the headers and the U-tube bends. Because
the length of one tube pass is easily measured, the water side area is just 96 times
the inside area of one tube pass.

Aw = 24 � 4 � � �Di � Ltube pass = 1:681 m2 (4.12)
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4.2 Heat Transfer Correlations

4.2.1 Air Side Heat Transfer CoeÆcient: ha

Using Kays and London 3rd edition [11], the air side heat transfer coeÆcient
can found as the Stanton Prandtl2=3 number correlated with Reynolds number
(StPr2=3 vs. Re). Correlations from Kays and London were combined to produce
a correlation that best �t the air side heat transfer conditions of the heat exchanger
used in this study: wavy, plate �nned with 472 �ns per meter.

The base correlation used was displayed on Figure 10-91 in Kays and London
for Finned Circular Tubes. The tube geometry of this correlation matches this
study's heat exchanger exactly. There are two di�erences between the correlation
and the heat exchanger though. First, the Kays and London correlation has a �n
pitch of 315 �ns per meter while this study's exchanger has 472 �ns per meter, and
second the �ns for this correlation are straight plate �ns and not wavy �ns. The
�rst di�erence is assumed negligible. The additional heat transferred with a larger
�n pitch and therefore higher localized ows is accounted for with the Reynolds
number as well as the higher air side area. The second di�erence is accounted for
with the wavy �n correlation discussed next.

A second correlation is needed to include the e�ect of wavy �ns. This correla-
tion is found on Figure 10-74 in Kays and London for Wavy-�n Plate Fin Surface
11.5-3/8 W. This correlation has the e�ect of slightly increasing the StPr2=3 of
the base correlation discussed previously. A graph of the adjusted correlation is
shown in �gure 4.3. The �nal result of the correlation adjusted slightly by experi-
mentation is valid for Reynolds numbers between 100 and 600.

StPr2=3 = �6:812 � 10�8Re2 + 4:403 � 10�5Re+ 1:635 � 10�2 (4.13)

To use this correlation, the Reynolds number must be known.

Rea =
4rhG

�
(4.14)

Where G is the cross section mass ow or G = _m=Ac, � is the dynamic viscosity of
the air, and 4rh is the hydraulic diameter between two parallel plates. The cross
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section mass ow requires that the mass ow used is the mass ow through one
�n channel, i.e. _ma = _ma total=288. the hydraulic diameter is given as

4rh = 4
Ac

A
L (4.15)

The cross sectional area, Ac used above is a vertical cross section through the
center of a 24 tube tube pass. This was chosen as the average cross sectional space
that the air ows through.

Ac = (H � 24 �Do) � fin spacing = 6:81 � 10�4 m2 (4.16)

The total Area, A is the surface area of one channel of the heat exchanger or just
Aa=288. The Length of the heat exchanger, L is the stretched out length of one
�n or L = 0:0925 m. The hydraulic diameter is thus 4rh = 2:58 � 10�3 m.

Once the Reynolds number is calculated, the product StPr2=3 is found by
matching the the correct StPr2=3 with this Reynolds number using the graphical
relationship shown in �gure 4.3 or using the curve �t correlation developed previ-
ously in equation 4.13. With this product, the Prandtl number, the cross section
mass ow, and the speci�c heat of air, the air side heat transfer coeÆcient can be
found.

ha =
(stPr2=3)Gcpa

Pr2=3
(4.17)

Note: All temperature dependent values within these equations are evaluated
at the expected median coil temperature of 40 oC. The density of air was calcu-
lated at the local elevation of 1500 m as �a = 0:94 kg=m3. Besides _ma, all the
components needed to calculate the air side heat transfer coeÆcient are constant
which makes ha only a function of _ma.

4.2.2 Water Side Heat Transfer CoeÆcient: hw

As with the development of the air side heat transfer coeÆcient, a Kays and London
StPr2=3 vs Re correlation is also used for the water side heat transfer coeÆcient.
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Figure 10-1 of Kays and London 3rd edition, Flow Inside Circular Tubes, most
closely resembles this study's heat exchanger geometry.

The �nal StPr2=3 vs Re correlation had to be broken up into three separate
Reynolds number ranges because the water ow encompasses the laminar, transi-
tion, and turbulent ow regimes. Curve �ts for these correlations are given with
equations 4.18 through 4.20. The �nal graph of this water side StPr2=3 vs Re cor-
relation is shown in �gure 4.4. The laminar ow regime correlation of Re between
300 and 1140 is found to be

StPr2=3 = 1:036 � 10�2 exp(�8:466 � 10�4 � Re) (4.18)

The transition ow regime of Re between 1140 and 3560 is found to be

StPr2=3 = 1:417 � 10�16Re4 � 1:582 � 10�12Re3 + 6:633 � 10�9Re2

:::� 1:230 � 10�5Re+ 1:146 � 10�2 (4.19)

The turbulent ow regime of Re between 3560 and 5380 is found to be

StPr2=3 = 8:821 � 10�10Re2 � 7:643 � 10�6Re+ 1:917 � 10�2 (4.20)

To use this correlation, the Reynolds number must be known. Because the
tubes are circular, the Reynolds number for pipe ow is used

Rew =
VwDi

�
(4.21)

Where Vw is the average water velocity through one tube run, Di is the inside
diameter of the tubes, and � is the kinematic viscosity of the water. Again all
water property values are evaluated at the expected median coil temperature of
40 oC.

To �gure out the average water velocity, the setup of this study's heat ex-
changer must be investigated. The heat exchanger has 21, 4 pass tube runs and
2, 6 pass tube runs that all initiate from one coil header and empty into another
coil header at the end of the runs. The 2, 6 pass tube runs are placed at the top
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and bottom of the heat exchanger to ensure an even amount of tubes throughout
the volume of the heat exchanger. Because the 2, 6 pass tubes restrict water ow
insigni�cantly, the amount of water in each tube run is divided up into 23 equal
parts of the total water mass ow rate. Therefore, the average water velocity is
the velocity calculated through one tube assuming that _mw = _mtotal water=23.

Once the Reynolds number is calculated, the product StPr2=3 is found by
using the graphical correlation of �gure 4.4 or using the curve �ts of equations
4.18 through 4.20. With this product, the Prandtl number, the cross section mass
ow (G = _mw=Ac), and the speci�c heat of water, the water side heat transfer
coeÆcient can be found

hw =
(stPr2=3)Gcpa

Pr2=3
(4.22)

Note: The _mw within the cross section mass ow is the ow within one tube
pass. Besides _mw, all the components needed to calculate the water side heat
transfer coeÆcient are constant which makes hw only a function of _mw.

4.2.3 Fin EÆciency: �

Fin eÆciency can be calculated once the �n e�ectiveness, �f , is found through
a correlation. As with the air and water side heat transfer coeÆcients, a �n
e�ectiveness correlation from Kays and London was used for this steady state
model. The correlation used was shown in �gure 2-13 on page 62 of Kays and
London for Circular Fins on a Tube. The circular �ns are the closest approximation
to continuous plate �ns. The di�erence between the �ns is considered negligible
since circular �ns in the arrangement shown by Kays and London account for
almost 90% of the same area as a continuous �n. It is assumed that the gaps
between the circular �ns do not enhance or detract heat transfer by an appreciable
amount either. The �nal adjusted �n e�ectiveness is found to be

�f = 0:333(m(ro � ri))
3 � 0:429(m(ro � ri))

2:::

:::� 0:032(m(ro � ri)) + 1:00 (4.23)

In order to back out �n e�ectiveness from the correlation, the air side heat
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transfer coeÆcient must be known as well as �n geometric parameters and �n
thermal dynamic parameters. The product (m(ro � ri)) is the nondimensional

parameter of m =
q

2ha
kf tf

times the exposed radial �n length (ro � ri). kf is the

thermal conductivity of the �n material and tf is the thickness of the �n. Once
ha is determined from the air side heat transfer coeÆcient correlation, the �n
e�ectiveness can be calculated using equation 4.23.

The �n eÆciency can be calculated using the �n e�ectiveness and a ratio of
the �n area over total air side surface area.

� = 1� Af

Aa
(1� �f ) (4.24)

With the �n area making up most of the exposed air side surface area, the �n
eÆciency is almost equal to the �n e�ectiveness once the ratio of areas is computed.

� = 1� 0:995(1 � �f ) (4.25)

4.3 Coil UA Product

Now that all the coil parameters have been determined, the overall heat transfer
coeÆcient, UA, of the heat exchanger can be calculated using equation 4.1 printed
here again for convenience. The UA is essential in calculating the steady state coil
performance using the e�ectiveness-NTU method.

1

UA
=

1

�haAa
+
ln(Do

Di
)

2�kL
+

1

hwAw
(4.26)

Where k is the weighted average of coil and �n thermal conductivities and L is the
total length of the tubes in the heat exchanger.

k =
Mtubekcu +Mfinskal
Mtube +Mfins

= 306 W=m �K (4.27)

L = 4 � 24 � L1 tube run = 58:52 m (4.28)
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Plugging all the constant variables into the UA product we �nd

1

UA
=

1

28:12 � � � ha +
ln(1:016 � 10�2=9:144�3)

2 � � � 306 � 58:52 +
1

1:68 � hw
=

1

28:12 � � � ha + 9:36 � 10�7 +
1

1:68 � hw

Because the value of the �rst and last term never compute to lower than 5�10�4

W/K, the tube conductive resistance can be neglected bringing the UA product
to

UA = (
1

28:12 � � � ha +
1

1:68 � hw )
�1 (4.29)

4.4 Coil NTU Calculation

The NTU is the Number of Transfer Units that a heat exchanger is able to pass
from one uid to another. The NTU is a dimensionless number that is commonly
used in the analysis of heat exchanger steady state performance. Its de�nition was
shown previously in equation 4.2 but is reprinted here for convenience.

NTU � UA

Cmin
(4.30)

The Cmin of this de�nition is the minimum value _mcp between the air and the
water ows.

4.5 Coil E�ectiveness Calculation

The e�ectiveness of a heat exchanger is de�ned as the amount of actual heat
transfered over the amount that could be ideally transferred if the coil was in�nitely
long. To calculate the e�ectiveness of a 4 pass counterow heat exchanger, the
e�ectiveness of each pass has to be calculated �rst. The e�ectiveness for one pass
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in crossow with both uids unmixed is given in Incropera Dewitt, 4th ed., page
601, eq 11.33 [12]. This is similar to equation 4.3 printed previously.

"p = 1� exp [
1

Cr
NTU0:22exp [�CrNTU

0:78]� 1] (4.31)

The NTU's for one pass of the heat exchanger are only a fourth of the total
transfer units transferred through all 4 passes. The NTU used in this calculation
must therefore by divided by the number of passes of the heat exchanger giving
equation 4.3 printed previously.

"p = 1� exp [
1

Cr
(
NTU

4
)0:22exp [�Cr(

NTU

4
)0:78]� 1] (4.32)

The total e�ectiveness of the 4 pass heat exchanger is found in Kays and
London equation 2-18. This equation was under the heading: "Multipass Overall-
Counterow Arrangements, Fluids Mixed Between Passes". The next page under
the same heading except for "Fluids Unmixed Between Passes", states that this
equation approximates the unmixed uid case of this study's heat exchanger as
well. This equation is equation 4.4 printed previously but reprinted here for con-
venience.

" =
[
1�"pCr
1�"P

]n � 1

[
1�"pCr
1�"p

]n � Cr

(4.33)

Where n is the number of coil passes and equal to 4 for this study's heat exchanger
and Cr is the ratio the uid heat capacitance Cmin=Cmax.

4.6 Steady State Performance Calculations

By the de�nition of e�ectiveness, the outlet uid temperatures can be determined
if the uid mass ow rates and the inlet uid temperatures are known.

" =
_macpa(Taoss � Tai)

Cmin(Twi � Tai)
(4.34)
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and

" =
_mwcpw(Twi � Twoss)

Cmin(Twi � Tai)
(4.35)

Rearranging equations 4.34 and 4.35 to isolate the steady state outlet uid tem-
peratures results in equations 4.5 and 4.6 printed previously.

Taoss = Tai +
"Cmin(Twi � Tai)

Ca
(4.36)

Twoss = Twi � "Cmin(Twi � Tai)

Cw
(4.37)

With these predicted steady state uid temperatures, the water valve position
needed to obtain a certain outlet temperature set point for the HVAC system can
be predicted and the gain of a dynamic coil model can be calculated also. The
�rst point allows for training data for the neural network to be developed. The
neural network will be discussed in chapters 5 and 6 and the dynamic model will
be discussed in chapters 7 through 9. The next section discusses the results of the
steady state model.

4.7 Steady State Model Validation

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 provide several model validations against actual experimental
data. To obtain the comparisons, steady state uid temperatures were observed for
di�erent air and water ow rates as well as varied inlet air and water temperatures.
As the table shows, the model predicts the actual steady state values within 1 oC
for all comparisons.
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1 2 3 4
Experimental Data
Twi[

oC] 49.9 49.9 49.9 49.9
Tai[

oC] 24.9 26.1 26.7 26.7
Two[

oC] 46.9 45.3 44.5 42.7
Tao[

oC] 47.8 46.6 45.5 42.7
Fa[m

3=s] 0.238 0.409 0.518 0.850
Fw[m

3=s] 4:06 � 10�4 4:09 � 10�4 4:08 � 10�4 4:08 � 10�4

Steady State Model
Taom[

oC] 47.5 45.9 44.9 42.1
Twom[

oC] 46.8 45.4 44.6 42.6
Comparison
Tao � Taom[

oC] 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.6
Two � Twom[

oC] 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1

Table 4.2: Steady State Model Validations 1

Figure 4.2: Pro�le of wavy heat exchanger �ns
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Figure 4.3: Final Adjusted Air Side StPr2=3 vs. Re Correlation

Figure 4.4: Final Adjusted Water Side StPr2=3 vs. Re Correlation
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5 6 7 8
Experimental Data
Twi[

oC] 49.8 49.9 49.9 49.9
Tai[

oC] 18.8 19.7 20.0 17.1
Two[

oC] 25.0 31.5 39.2 32.0
Tao[

oC] 32.0 38.5 42.5 36.2
Fa[m

3=s] 0.285 0.281 0.281 0.431
Fw[m

3=s] 3:59 � 10�5 6:65 � 10�5 1:36 � 10�4 1:05 � 10�4

Steady State Model
Taom[

oC] 32.8 38.2 42.8 36.3
Twom[

oC] 24.6 32.0 39.2 32.0
Comparison
Tao � Taom[

oC] -0.8 0.3 -0.3 -0.1
Two � Twom[

oC] 0.4 -0.5 0.0 0.0

Table 4.3: Steady State Model Validations 2
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Chapter 5

Controller Design

5.1 PI controller

In order to analyze the performance of the neural network controller, a standard
SISO (single input single output) PI controller was implemented on the heat ex-
changer. The outlet air temperature was the measured value of the controlled
variable while the hot water valve position was the controlled variable. The PI
control equation is written as follows

O = Kpe+Ki

Z
edt (5.1)

where:

O = controller output, valve position

e = the error, equal to the di�erence between the set point

and the measured value of the controlled variable,

Tset � Tao, [-]

Kp = proportional gain constant, [-]

Ki = integral gain constant, [1/s]
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Written in discrete time this equation becomes

Ot = Kpet +Ki�t
tX

j=0

ej (5.2)

where:

�t = sampling rate, [s]

In order to obtain the proportional and integral constants, a trial and error
method was used as described in Haines and Hittle [13]. With the integral constant
set to zero and the system in the highest gain expected in actual operation, the
proportional constant was increased in small increments until the response of the
coil to an outlet air temperature set point disturbance was found to be critically
damped. The value of the proportional constant was found to be 1.8 [-]. With
this value, the integral constant was increased in small increments until the steady
state error observed with proportional only control was eliminated but without an
oscillatory response. The value of the integral constant was found to be 0.015 [1/s].
The Bekker open loop tuning method as described in Haines and Hittle was used
to verify the magnitudes of both of these control constants. The Bekker method
is performed as follows: Set the heating coil to the highest expected gain with the
air ow rate at its lowest expected value. Next measure the open loop response of
the system for a change in the valve position. The proportional and integral gains
to produce a critically damped closed loop response are then found

Kp =
�

TdKs
e�1 (5.3)

Ki =
Kp

�
(5.4)

where:

� = system time constant measured with the open loop response, [s]

Td = system time delay, [s]

Ks = system gain, jinitial Tao - �nal Taoj, [-]
e�1 = exp(-1) = 0.368 (e is not the error here)
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This method produced a proportional constant of 2.0 [-] and an integral con-
stant of 0.02 [1/s]. The values of Kp = 1:8 [-] and Ki = 0:015 [1/s] were chosen
because they were determined experimentally for this study's heat exchanger. The
MATLAB discrete time implementation of the PI controller is shown in �gure 5.1.

As stated previously, the PI controller was tuned in this way to the highest
gain condition expected by the coil. The highest gain state, or the state where
control action will have the greatest a�ect on the controlled variable, is determined
to be at low air ow and low water ow conditions. The air ow was set to a value
around 0.3 m3=s of the 0.9 ms=s air ow range, and the water ow was kept small
by keeping the outlet air temperature set point near the inlet air temperature
values. The PI controller was tuned at this state so that it would remain stable
at all other gain states expected by the coil. At low gain states such as those at
higher air and water ow rates, the PI constants chosen are expected to produce
sluggish control of the outlet air temperature. This sluggish response is expected
because the controller will have to actuate a wider range of the valve position to
obtain the same outlet air temperature set point change.

5.2 PI plus neural net controller

If at the moment of a set point change or system disturbance, the controller could
be set to the value that the integral term would eventually sum to in order to
bring the outlet air temperature to the speci�ed set point, then the valve could
be repositioned immediately. By positioning the valve instantaneously to the �nal
position, the time that the regular PI controller takes to wind up to this posi-
tion is eliminated. The steady state prediction needed for this controller can be
accomplished by using a well trained neural network. The output of the neural
network will basically "stu�" the control loop with the correct steady state valve
position the moment of a set point change instead of reaching that same valve
position after the length of time needed for the integral loop to accrue the same
value. See �gure 5.2 for the implementation of the stuÆng term with the original
PI controller discussed previously. It is expected that a PI/net controller that sets
the valve instantly to the �nal needed valve position will obtain the desired air
outlet set point much faster than the same PI controller tuned to the high gain
case.

To predict the �nal steady state valve position, a neural network was created
using the Neural Network Toolbox in MATLAB. A schematic of the neural net is
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Figure 5.1: MATLAB implementation of the PI controller
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of PI/net controller
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shown in �gure 5.3, the code to produce the neural networks used in this study
are shown in the appendix. The network was trained to produce the correct valve
position command that corresponds to the state of four coil parameters: inlet
air temperature, water inlet temperatures, air ow rate, and desired air outlet
temperature set point. Basically, for three coil inlet conditions, a single valve
position exists that will bring the coil outlet air temperature to the desired set
point. Knowing the four parameters ensures that the valve position is known also.

Figure 5.3: Schematic of the neural network

The neural network was �rst trained using data sets produced using the steady
state model discussed in the previous chapter. The model was used to calculate
the necessary valve position that would obtain the speci�ed set point (Tset) while
accounting for the three previously mentioned coil inputs: Twi, Tai, and Fa. All
the input and set point values were chosen randomly within the ranges expected
during coil operation. The inlet water temperature ranged between 45 oC and 60
oC, the air inlet temperature between 10 oC and 35 oC, the air ow rate between
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0.2 m3=s and 0.9 m3=s, and the outlet air set point between 30 oC and 55 oC.
Again, the one corresponding valve position for these parameters was then found
using the steady state model. A total of 2200 data sets were used in producing this
neural net. 2000 data sets were produced to train the network, 100 data sets were
used for validation of the neural network, and another 100 more data points were
used to measure the performance of the neural network on data it had never seen
before. The MATLAB code used to create and train the neural net with model
data are printed in the appendix.

Another neural network was trained using data obtained directly from steady
state experiments. Real data training was necessary so that controllers could be
trained without the use of a complicated mathematical model but on past coil
performance data. To obtain real steady state data, several open loop tests were
performed for varying coil inlet conditions. Due to uctuating measurements,
especially the varying air ow rate, steady state was only relatively achieved.
Steady state was determined to exist when the uctuating signals were centered
around an obvious speci�c value for more than 100 seconds. To record data at the
relative steady state, the mean value of all the signals needed for training were
taken over a 50 second period within the region determined to be centered on a
speci�c value. This averaging method was used throughout this study wherever
values were extracted from real data.

For the neural network trained with real data, 100 data sets were used for
training, 30 for validation, and another 30 for performance measure. These 160
data sets contain the same variables used in training that the neural network
trained with model data used and they also cover most of the range of the coil
inputs. The MATLAB code for the creation and training of this neural network is
printed in the appendix.

In training these neural networks, it was found that the performance of the net-
works depended on how many neurons the hidden layer of the network contained.
Anderson, Hittle, and Katz proposed that two neurons in the hidden layer were
suÆcient [1]. Their decision was based in large part that extra neurons increased
the learning time without increased network performance. Because of recent tech-
nological advances in computational speed for personal computers, di�erences in
training time for networks with 1 to 100 neurons in the hidden layer are negligible.
It was decided to train both the network with model data and the network with
real data for varying number of hidden layer neurons. As shown by �gures 5.4 and
5.5, 5 neurons for the network trained with model data produced the lowest mean
squared error while 6 neurons produced the lowest mean squared error for the
network trained with real data. Networks with the indicated amount of neurons
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Figure 5.4: Performance of Neural Net Trained with Model Data for Varied
Number of Neurons in Hidden Layer

in the hidden layer were implemented in the �nal controller design.

The next step was to incorporate a neural network in a real time controller.
Using the "gensim" command in the MATLAB Neural Net Toolbox, a Simulink
diagram of the neural network with the same sampling rate as the Real Time
Windows Workshop controller was created. This network took as inputs the three
measured signals of air ow rate Fa, air temperature in Tai, and water temperature
in Twi. The net also took as an input the desired outlet air temperature set point
Tset. For every time step, the neural network produced the expected valve position
command or Cvp that corresponds to the valve position that will bring the coil to
the desired set point. This Cvp was scaled to the actual valve position, 0 to 100%
of the valve stem travel where 0% is a fully closed valve and 100% is a fully open
valve. Within the original PI controller, Simulink code was developed that would
observe when the network produced a valve position that was a value of 3% of the
valve position range di�erent than the last time the network intervened in the PI
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Figure 5.5: Performance of Neural Net Trained with Real Data for Varied
Number of Neurons in Hidden Layer

control loop. When the code observed that the network had moved away from this
3% of the value of the last intervention, the code would stu� the integral loop and
the current proportional gain value of the PI controller for one time step with this
new network value. The control sequence is derived and discussed next.

Taking the control output at an initial time, t=1

O1 = Kpe1 +Kie1 (5.5)

and at the next time step, t=2

O2 = Kpe2 +Kie2 +Kie1 (5.6)
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then substituting the solution to Kie1 from equation 5.5 into 5.6 gives

O2 = O1 +Kpe2 �Kpe1 +Kie2 (5.7)

Equation 5.7 for all time is thus

Ot = Ot�1 +Kp(et � et�1) +Kiet (5.8)

In this way, the current control output O depends on the past control output,
the proportional constant times the derivative of the error, and the integral con-
stant times the current error. Notice that taking the derivative of the error and
then summing it over time is equivalent to having the error present for just time
t.

If the PI controller of equation 5.8 has been at steady state for a while and
the neural network has been consistently predicting a valve position value of, let's
say 20% open during this time, the neural network does not intervene. If one of
the coil inlet conditions changes or the set point changes as to make the neural
net predict a valve position less than 17% open or greater than 23% open, then
the neural network intervenes in the PI control loop. At the time step that the
network predicts a valve position �3% open from the previous 20% open, the
neural network replaces the previous control output Ot�1 with its predicted value
so the control equation for this time step becomes

Ot = Net Prediction +Kp(et � et�1) +Kiet (5.9)

where

Net Prediction � the PI controller's �nal value of Ki

Z
edt (5.10)

The controller output is thus set immediately to what the neural net predicts.
As shown by equation 5.10, the neural net stu�s the control loop with the value
that the integral term would eventually obtain in order to reach the speci�ed set
point. Thus, the time needed for the e�ect of the integral term to accrue enough
error to bring the controller to reach this steady state value is thus eliminated.
For the next time step, the controller reverts back to the original PI control loop
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of equation 5.8. The neural net will not intervene again until it's output value is
�3% valve opening more or less than the value it just intervened with. If the value
that the net just intervened with was equal to 23% valve opening, then the net
waits until its value crosses 20% or 26% open before it intervenes the next time.

The deviation of 3% of the valve position was experimentally determined to be
the optimum neural network stuÆng time. 5% or greater showed that the neural
network did not stu� the integral loop enough and less than 3% showed that the
neural net would never give the integral loop a chance to correct steady state error
that might be inherited from an inaccurate neural net prediction. 3% was the
lowest value that would still allow the integral term to correct steady state error
that an imperfectly trained neural network might introduce.

The next chapter compares the results of the PI controller tuned to the high
gain case, the PI/net controller trained with model data, and the PI/net controller
trained with actual steady state data.
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Chapter 6

Controller Comparisons

Dynamic comparisons of all three controllers for a range of gain states and dis-
turbance rejections are shown in �gures 6.1 through 6.16. Figures 6.1 through 6.8
compare the controllers' responses to a change in set point temperature for sev-
eral gain states. The settling times for these comparisons are shown in �gures 6.9
and 6.10. Disturbance rejections comparisons consisted of an air ow rate change
initiated with the variable speed fan, as well as a coil inlet air temperature change
initiated by modulating the return air and outside air damper positions. Figures
6.11 and 6.12 show the controllers responses for a change in air ow rate while
keeping the same set point. Figure 6.13 compares the settling times for the air
ow rate change. A change in the air inlet temperature controller comparisons are
shown in �gures 6.14 and 6.15. The settling times are shown in �gure 6.16.

6.1 Set Point Change Comparisons

As predicted, the PI controller acting alone shows an increasingly sluggish response
as the gain of the system lowers. The settling time of the PI controller goes from
100 seconds at the high gain state to 550 seconds at the low gain state. Settling
times for the PI/net controller trained with model data are around 100 seconds
for all gain states. Settling time de�ned here as the time it takes for the outlet
air temperature to go from �0:5oC from the initial steady state temperature to
�0:5oC of the �nal steady state temperature. Only, at the high gain state, where
the PI controller was tuned, does the PI controller perform nearly as well as the
PI/net controllers.
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Figure 6.1: Dynamic Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for a high
Gain Increased Set Point Change
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Figure 6.2: Dynamic Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for a Mid to
high Gain Increased Set Point Change
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Figure 6.3: Dynamic Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for a Mid to
Low Gain Increased Set Point Change
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Figure 6.4: Dynamic Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for a Low
Gain Increased Set Point Change
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Figure 6.5: Dynamic Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for a high
Gain Decreased Set Point Change
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Figure 6.6: Dynamic Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for a Mid to
high Gain Decreased Set Point Change
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Figure 6.7: Dynamic Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for a Mid to
Low Gain Decreased Set Point Change
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Figure 6.8: Dynamic Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for a Low
Gain Decreased Set Point Change
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Figure 6.9: Settling Time Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for Varied
Gain States with Increased Set Point Changes
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Figure 6.10: Settling Time Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for
Varied Gain States with Decreased Set Point Changes
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Figure 6.11: Dynamic Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for an In-
creased Air Flow Rate Change while Retaining Set Point
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Figure 6.12: Dynamic Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for a De-
creased Air Flow Rate Change while Retaining Set Point
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Figure 6.13: Settling Time Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for an
Air Flow Rate Change while Retaining Set Point
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Figure 6.14: Dynamic Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for an In-
creased Coil Inlet Air Temperature while Retaining Set Point
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Figure 6.15: Dynamic Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for a De-
creased Coil Inlet Air Temperature while Retaining Set Point
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Figure 6.16: Settling Time Comparison of PI and PI/net Controllers for a
Coil Inlet Air Temperature Change while Retaining Set Point
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Dynamic performance of the neural net controllers for a few of the investigated
set point changes show a steady state error. The neural net trained with model
data shows a steady state error in �gures 6.2 to 6.4. It is believed that the neural
network valve prediction was in error due to training on an inaccurate data set
from the model. The integral term of the PI loop should be able to correct for this
but due to uctuating coil inlet conditions, notably the air ow rate, the neural net
was apt to intervene once the coil had approached steady state. The mechanics of
this are as follows: The uctuating air ow rate, in some instances �0:06m3=s over
a 10 seconds period, causes the neural net to predict a valve position nearly 5%
open di�erent over a small time period. As stated before, the PI/net controllers
are designed to have the neural network intervene in the PI control loop when the
neural network shows a valve position change of only 3% open. Thus, the neural
network intervenes several times in a minute as the air ow rate signal uctuates.
In another instance shown in �gure 6.7, the PI/net controller trained with real data
shows inaccurate network predictions but the integral term of the PI controller
was able to correct for this without additional neural network interventions. The
inaccurate prediction of the neural network is shown by how the temperature drops
quickly to around 43oC and then levels out for a moment before the PI loop is able
to gradually drop the outlet air temperature to the speci�ed 40oC set point. Even
with the inaccurate neural network prediction, the PI/net trained with real data
has a settling time 100 seconds faster than the PI controller does. This shows that
even when a neural network intervenes with an inaccurate prediction, the PI/net
controller still out performs the PI controller acting alone.

6.2 Disturbance Rejection Comparisons

The PI controller also shows a slow response for air ow disturbance rejection as
compared with the response of the PI/net controllers. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show
that both the PI/net controllers regain the temperature set point much faster and
also with less allowed temperature change than the PI controller. In �gure 6.11,
both the PI/net controllers allow the outlet air temperature to fall almost 1.5 oC
below the set point before regaining it within 100 seconds. The PI controller has
a settling time of almost 700 seconds and lets the outlet air temperature fall 3.5
oC below the set point before regaining it. For the case of decreasing air ow rate
as shown in �gure 6.12, the response of both of the PI/net controllers is slightly
oscillatory. Despite this, the PI/net controllers achieve the set point in less time
and with less of a temperature deviation from the set point. The settling times
as shown with �gure 6.13 show that it takes around 275 seconds for the PI/net
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controllers and 460 seconds for the PI controller alone.

As with the air ow rate disturbance rejection, the PI controller shows a slow
response for coil inlet air temperature disturbance rejection as compared with the
response of the PI/net controllers. Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show that both the PI/net
controllers regain the temperature set point much faster than the PI controller.
The allowed temperature deviation from set point is much less in this case than the
temperature deviation allowed with the air ow disturbance. It is expected that
with an increased temperature disturbance, say from 10 oC to 30 oC, the neural
network performance would remain the same while the PI controller settling time
and maximum temperature deviation would increase. None-the-less, even with
a 10 oC coil inlet air temperature change, the PI/net controls show noticeable
improvement over the PI controller. As shown in �gure 6.16, the settling times for
the PI net controllers range from 90 to 164 seconds while the PI controller setting
time ranges from 324 to 334 seconds.

6.3 PI/net Comparisons

In most experiments, the PI/nets performance was comparable even though the
PI/net trained with model data was trained with 2000 data sets while the PI/net
trained with real data was trained with only 100 data sets. The PI/net controllers
had a settling time within 100 seconds of each other and almost always below a
200 second settling time. As mentioned before, the PI/net trained with model
data showed steady state error for a few gain states during the change of set point
experiments while the PI/net trained with real data showed inaccurate predictions
for a few experiments, notably the decrease in set point experiments. The cause
of this decreased performance of the PI/net is thought to occur partly from a
lack of training for this particular gain state. Another cause is thought to be a
result of the neural network resetting the integral term too frequently as the air
ow rate or other inlet conditions uctuate. Figures 6.5, 6.6, and 6.8 show many
occurrences where the decreasing temperature suddenly increases for 30 seconds
before decreasing again. This is obviously a result of a rapidly changing valve
position caused by the neural network stuÆng the PI loop with an inaccurate
prediction. Other disturbances that could a�ect the system do not act as fast or
do not carry as much energy as a major change in the water ow rate. Despite
this, the PI/net controller trained with real data performed better than the PI
controller for the rest of the experiments.
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Chapter 7

PDE Derivation

In order to simulate complex HVAC control schemes such as MIMO (Multi Input
Multi Output) controllers that utilize several changing heating coil inlet conditions
at the same time, more complex coil dynamic models must be developed. The
dynamic model presented here is the �rst step in developing a more complex model
and is an extension of the model presented in the paper by Pearson, Leonard, and
McCutchan [14]. Their model is developed for a single pass, cross ow, hot water
to air, �nned tube heat exchanger but can also be extended to a multi pass heat
exchanger such as the one used in this study. The partial di�erential equation
model discussed but not solved in their paper was developed from �rst principle
energy balances. This model looks at the coil dynamics for the case of a step
change in hot water ow rate initially having no ow and no temperature gradient
from the coil water to the air owing across the coil. It is the purpose of this
section to re-derive the coil PDE presented in the Pearson paper using basic energy
balances. The next chapter will discuss the solution to the PDE for the case of a
step change in water ow rate and the following chapter will discuss how the PDE
model compares to actual data and to two other simpli�ed models presented in
the Pearson paper.

Assumptions:

1. The densities and speci�c heats of the tube material, �n material, water,
and air are considered to be constant and are evaluated at their mean value.

2. The heat capacitive e�ects of the water and metal contained in the U-tube
bends are accounted for by distributing the U-bend metal and water through-
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out the �nned portion of the coil.

3. Convective heat transfer coeÆcients on the air and water sides are inde-
pendent of temperature, time, location and are evaluated at their mean
temperature.

4. Conductive resistance through the tube wall is negligible.

5. Thermal resistance between the tube and �ns is negligible.

6. Heat conduction in the water and tube in the axial direction is negligible.

7. Conduction through the �ns from row to row is negligible.

8. Air temperature and velocity are constant throughout the entrance cross
section to the heat exchanger.

9. The e�ective temperature di�erence between the metal and air for the heat
transfer purposes is based upon the log mean temperature di�erence between
the metal and air.

10. Fin e�ectiveness is constant.

7.1 Energy Balances

Each run of the heat exchanger can now be modeled as a long �nned tube heat
exchanger as shown by Figure 7.1. The energy balance across an element of the
heat exchanger is shown in Figure 7.2.

Writing out the energy balance on the water side across the water element of
length dx

Ein ��E �Q = Eout (7.1)

Or

Ein �Eout � @e

@t
�Q = 0 (7.2)
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Figure 7.1: Straight Line Model of Heat Exchanger

Figure 7.2: Thermal Energy Balance on an Element of the Straight Line
Heat Exchanger Model
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So substituting in terms o� �gure 7.2

_mwcpwTw � _mwcpw(Tw +
@Tw
@x

dx)� �wcpwA
0
cw

@Tw
@t

Lt
Lf
dx:::

:::� hwAw(Tw � Tt)dx = 0 (7.3)

Canceling like terms, we get the equation that describes the energy balance across
a water element of length dx

_mwcpw
@Tw
@x

+ �wcpwA
0
cw

@Tw
@t

Lt
Lf

+ hwA
0
w(Tw � Tt) = 0 (7.4)

The energy balance across the coil material can be written as

Q =
@e

@t
(7.5)

Plugging in terms from �gure 7.2

hwA
0
w(Tw � Tt)dx� _m0

acpa(Tao � Tai)dx = c0m
@Tt
@t

dx (7.6)

Rearranging terms we get the energy balance for an element of the coil material

_m0
acpa(Tao � Tai)� hwA

0
w(Tw � Tt) + c0m

@Tt
@t

= 0 (7.7)

The heat balance on the air side is stated as

Q = �Ea (7.8)

Plugging in terms from �gure 7.2 we get the energy balance across the air side
element

_m0
acpa(Tao � Tai) = �ohaA

0
aLMTD (7.9)

Equations 7.4, 7.7, and 7.9 describe the complete energy balance across one element
of width dx for one coil tube pass of this study's heat exchanger.
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7.2 Non-dimensional Energy Balances

Non-dimensionalizing the temperature, time, and distance while dividing all the
terms of equations 7.4, 7.7, and 7.9 by _macpa puts the energy balances into a more
workable dimensionless form. Non-dimesional temperature becomes

�w =
Tw � Tai
Twi � Tai

; �t =
Tt � Tai
Twi � Tai

; �xao =
Tao � Tai
Twi � Tai

; (7.10)

Non-dimensional time becomes

t� =
t

FT
(7.11)

Non-dimensional distance becomes

x� =
x

Lf
(7.12)

Applying the non-dimensional variables and dividing through by _m0
acpa turns equa-

tion 7.4 into

_mwcpw
_m0
acpaLf

@�w
@x�

(Twi � Tai) +
hwA

0
w

_m0
acpa

((�w(Twi � Tai) + Tai):::

:::� (�t(Twi � Tai) + Tai)) +
�wcpwAcw

_m0
acpaFT

Lt
Lf

@�w
@t�

(Twi � Tai) = 0 (7.13)

Canceling out the common term of Twi � Tai and subtracting out the Tai

_mwcpw
_m0
acpaLf

@�w
@x�

+
hwA

0
w

_m0
acpa

(�w � �t) +
�wcpwAcw

_m0
acpaFT

Lt
Lf

@�w
@t�

= 0 (7.14)

Noticing that �wAcwLt
FT = _mw, the last term has the same factor as the �rst term

_mwcpw
_m0
acpaLf

@�w
@x�

+
hwA

0
w

_m0
acpa

(�w � �t) +
_mwcpw
_m0
acpaLf

@�w
@t�

= 0 (7.15)
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Applying the non-dimensional variables and dividing through by _m0
acpa turns equa-

tion 7.7 into

_m0
acpa

_m0
acpa

�xao(Twi � Tai)� hwA
0
w

_m0
acpa

((�w(Twi � Tai) + Tai):::

:::� (�t(Twi � Tai) + Tai)) +
c0m

_m0
acpaFT

@�t
@t�

(Twi � Tai) = 0 (7.16)

Noticing that the factor of the �rst term is equal to 1, then canceling out the
common term of Twi � Tai and subtracting out the Tai

�xao � hwA
0
w

_m0
acpa

(�w � �t) +
c0m

_m0
acpaFT

@�t
@t�

= 0 (7.17)

Finally, non-dimensionalizing equation 7.9 the same way as 7.4 and 7.7

_m0
acpa

_m0
acpa

(�xao(Twi � Tai) + Tai � Tai) =
�ohaA

0
a

_m0
acpa

LMTD (7.18)

Non-dimensionalizing th LMTD term is shown as follows

LMTD =
Tao � Tai

ln( Tt�TaiTt�Tao
)

(7.19)

where

(Tao � Tai) = �xao(Twi � Tai) + Tai � Tai (7.20)

(Tt � Tai) = �t(Twi � Tai) + Tai � Tai (7.21)

(Tt � Tao) = �t(Twi � Tai) + Tai � �xao(Twi � Tai)� Tai (7.22)

plugging equations 7.20, 7.21, 7.22, into 7.19 we get

LMTD =
�xao(Twi � Tai)

ln �t(Twi�Tai)
�t(Twi�Tai)��xao(Twi�Tai)

(7.23)
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Canceling out (Twi � Tai) in the denominator we can de�ne LM�D as:

LM�D(Twi � Tai) =
�xao

ln �t
�t��xao

(Twi � Tai) (7.24)

Plugging equation 7.24 into 7.18

�xao(Twi � Tai) =
�ohaA

0
a

_m0
acpa

LM�D(Twi � Tai) (7.25)

Canceling out Twi � Tai gives

�xao =
�ohaA

0
a

_m0
acpa

LM�D (7.26)

Gathering up equations 7.15, 7.17, and 7.26, we see there are four common dimen-
sionless factors. De�ning these parameters as

B1 � _mwcpw
_m0
acpaLf

B3 � c0m
_m0
acpaFT

B2 � hwA
0
w

_m0
acpa

B4 � �ohaA
0
a

_m0
acpa

we can rewrite equations 7.15, 7.17, and 7.26 as

B1
@�w
@x�

+B2(�w � �t) +B1
@�w
@t�

= 0 (7.27)

�xao �B2(�w � �t) +B3
@�t
@t�

= 0 (7.28)

�xao = B4LM�D (7.29)
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Rearranging equation 7.29 to solve for �xao in terms of �t

�xao = B4
�xao

ln �t
�t��xao

(7.30)

Canceling �xao and bringing the natural log term to the left side

ln
�t

�t � �xao
= B4 (7.31)

Taking he exponent of both sides then gathering the �t terms on the right side

�xao exp(B4) = �t(exp(B4)� 1) (7.32)

Dividing both sides by exp(B4) we �nd

�xao = �t(1� exp(�B4)) (7.33)

De�ning a new parameter C4 = (1� exp(�B4)) we can rewrite equation 7.29 as

�xao = B4LM�D = C4�t (7.34)

In order to get a partial di�erential equation in terms of the air outlet temperature
only, equations 7.27, 7.28, and 7.34 must be rearranged. Solving �t in terms of
�xao using equation 7.34

�t =
�xao
C4

(7.35)

Plugging equation 7.35 into 7.28

�xao �B2(�w � �xao
C4

) +
B3

C4

@�xao
@t�

= 0 (7.36)
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Solving for �w in equation 7.36

�w =
B3

B2C4

@�xao
@t�

+ (
1

B2
+

1

C4
)�xao (7.37)

Knowing that the term ( 1
B4

+ 1
C4
) appears several times more throughout the

derivation, setting the variable C = 1
1

B4
+ 1

C4

simpli�es equation 7.37 to

�w =
B3

B2C4

@�xao
@t�

+
�xao
C

(7.38)

Plugging equation 7.38 into 7.27 allows for a partial di�erential equation to be
written only in terms of �xao

B1B3

B2C4

@

@t�
@

@x�
�xao +

B1

C

@�xao
@x�

+
B3

C4

@�xao
@t�

+
B2

C
�xao � B2

C4
�xao:::

:::+
B1B3

B2C4

@2�xao

@t�2
+
B1

C

@�xao
@t�

= 0 (7.39)

Rearranging and combining like terms

B1B3

B2C4

@

@t�
(
@�xao
@t�

+
@�xao
@x�

) + (
B3

C4
+
B1

C
)
@�xao
@t�

+
B1

C

@�xao
@x�

:::

:::+B2(
1

C
� 1

C4
)�xao = 0 (7.40)

Noticing that B2(
1
C � 1

C4
) = 1 in equation 7.40, the partial di�erential equation

can be written as

B1B3

B2C4

@

@t�
(
@�xao
@t�

+
@�xao
@x�

) + (
B3

C4
+
B1

C
)
@�xao
@t�

+
B1

C

@�xao
@x�

+ �xao = 0 (7.41)

Equation 7.41 is the same as equation 5 printed in the Pearson paper. In order to
solve this PDE, the boundary and initial conditions must be speci�ed.
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7.3 Boundary and Initial Conditions

In order to solve the boundary condition, the initial air outlet temperature dis-
tribution must be known at the point x� = 0. The solution at this point can
be calculated by solving the energy balance at the inlet of the coil for a steady
state condition. Using the energy balance shown in �gure 7.2 for steady state, the
energy balance can be written as

_m0
acpa(Txao � Tai) = hwAw(Tw � Tt) (7.42)

Dividing through by _m0
acpa and noting that the new constant on the right side is

equal to B2

(Txao � Tai) = B2(Tw � Tt) (7.43)

Plugging in the non-dimensional values for the temperatures

�xao(Twi � Tai) = B2(�w(Tw � Tai) + Tai � �w(Tt � Tai)� Tai) (7.44)

Simplifying

�xao = B2(�w � �t) (7.45)

But at the inlet of the coil Tw = Twi which makes �w = 1

�xao = B2(1� �t) (7.46)

Using equation 7.34 to substitute in for �t then rearranging

(1 +
B2

C4
)�xao = B2 (7.47)

Noticing that B2

1+
B2
C4

= C, the value of �xao at x
� = 0; t� = 0 is

�xao(0; 0) = Ci (7.48)
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Where the subscript i denotes the value of C before the set point change occurs.

Knowing �xao(0; 0) allows for the boundary and initial conditions to be solved.
Solving for the boundary condition �rst, solve equation 7.28 with �w = 1 and
equation 7.34 substituted for �t

�xao �B2(1� �xao
C4

) +
B3

C4

@�xao
@t�

= 0 (7.49)

Rearranging

B3

C4

@�xao
@t�

+ (1 +
B2

C4
)�xao = B2 (7.50)

Dividing through by (1 + B2

C4
)

(
B3

C4 +B2
)
@�xao
@t�

+ �xao = C (7.51)

The solution to equation 7.51 is known to be

�xao = C + C1 exp(�(C4 +B2

B3
)t�) (7.52)

Where C1 is a real constant

Using the solution 7.48 to solve for C1

�xao(0; 0) = Ci = C + C1 (7.53)

So

C1 = Ci � C (7.54)

Plugging equation 7.54 back into 7.52

�xao(0; t
�) = C + (Ci � C) exp(�(C4 +B2

B3
)t�) (7.55)
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For a set point change, all values of B2, B3, C, and C4 are considered to be their
�nal values. Equation 7.55 becomes

�xao(0; t
�) = Cf + (Ci � Cf ) exp(�(C4f +B2f

B3f
)t�) (7.56)

The initial conditions can now be solved. Solving for the initial air outlet
temperature distribution, the time derivatives in equation 7.41 are set to zero
then �xao is solved for.

Equation 7.41 with all time derivatives set to zero becomes

B1

C

@�xao
@x�

+ �xao = 0 (7.57)

The solution to equation 7.57 is known to be

�xao = C2 exp(� C

B1
x�) (7.58)

Where C2 is a real constant

Setting b = C
B1

and then using equation 7.48 to solve for C2

�xao(0; 0) = Ci = C2 (7.59)

So equation 7.58 becomes

�xao = Ci exp(�bix�) (7.60)

The constant b must be its initial value since the initial condition is not valid after
time zero.

The second initial condition given as equation 8 in the Pearson paper is equal to
zero for the problem setup this paper is investigating. The Pearson paper lists the
second initial condition as a function of a positive exponent which is di�erent than
what this paper investigates. At time = 0, the water temperature in the coil will be
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equal to the air temperature owing around the coil, a zero temperature gradient
will exist between the two uids. Thus the second initial condition becomes

@�xao(x
�; 0)

@t�
= 0 (7.61)

7.4 Simpli�ed PDE Format

The form of equation 7.41 can be written in a way that makes it easier to work
with. Let u = �xao and the derivatives be set as subscripts of u, examples

ut =
@�xao
@t�

; utx =
@

@t�
@

@x�
�xao; etc: (7.62)

Also divide the constant on the second order derivatives through and set the new
constants to simpli�ed variables, let

a = (
B3

C4
+
B1

C
)
B2C4

B1B3
; b =

B2C4

CB3
; c =

B2C4

B1B3
(7.63)

Equation 7.41 can now be written as

utt + utx + aut + bux + cu = 0 (7.64)

With boundary value and initial conditions as

u(0; t�) = Cf + (Ci � Cf ) exp(�(C4f +B2f

B3f
)t�) = f(t�) (7.65)

u(x�; 0) = Ci exp(�bix�) = g(x�) (7.66)

ut(x
�; 0) = 0 = h(x�) (7.67)
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Chapter 8

PDE Solution

In the previous section, the mixed partial di�erential equation that de�nes a
counter-ow heat exchanger was derived. The task of this section is to �nd the
general solution of the PDE so it can be implemented in predicting the dynamic
behavior of the counter-ow, cross-ow heat exchanger used in this study.

The approach taken in this study is to separate the PDE into a boundary
value problem and an initial-boundary value problem then combining the solutions
of these sub-problems by superposition to obtain the general solution. Because
the dynamic case that this study investigates incorporates zero initial conditions,
only the solution to the boundary value problem is implemented in the following
chapters. The solution to the initial-boundary value problem is still presented as
a matter of completion for future dynamic coil models.

As shown in chapter 7, the general PDE is given as

utt + utx + aut + bux + cu = 0 (8.1)

u(0; t�) = f(t�)

u(x�; 0) = g(x�)

ut(x
�; 0) = h(x�)

We break equation 8.1 into two separate sub-problems by handling a non-zero
boundary value condition with zero initial conditions in sub-problem 1 and han-
dling a non-zero initial condition with a zero boundary value condition in sub-
problem 2.
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8.1 Sub-Problem 1: Boundary Value Problem

For a non-zero boundary value condition and zero initial conditions, sub-problem
1 becomes

utt + utx + aut + bux + cu = 0 (8.2)

u(0; t�) = f(t�)

u(x�; 0) = 0

ut(x
�; 0) = 0

From here on down, the non-dimensional superscript � is dropped from all x and
t variables.

To simplify sub-problem 1, we let

u = ve((2b�a)x�bt) (8.3)

Substituting this into equation 8.3 and foregoing all the grouping and canceling of
terms, equation 8.3 conveniently becomes

vtt + vtx +Av = 0 x � 0; t � 0; A = c� ab+ b2 (8.4)

Applying the substitution to the boundary and initial conditions

v(0; t) = F (t)ebt � ~F (t) (8.5)

v(x; 0) = vt(x; 0) = 0

Taking the Laplace transform of equation 8.4

s2v(x; s) + sv(x; 0) + vt(x; 0) + svx(x; s) + v(x; 0) +Av(x; s) = 0 (8.6)

The Laplace transform of the boundary value becomes

v(0; s) = ~F (s) (8.7)
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But the initial condition v(x; 0) = vt(x; 0) = 0 simpli�es this equation to

s2v(x; s) + svx(x; s) +Av(x; s) = 0 (8.8)

Rearranging terms

(s2 +A)v(x; s) = �svx(x; s) (8.9)

Letting v = v(x; s) and vx = vx(x; s) while dividing by �s

vx
v

= �s
2 +A

s
(8.10)

Knowing that the solution to equation 8.10 is

v = Ce�
s2+A
s

x where C is a constant (8.11)

Using the boundary condition v(0; s) = ~F (s) in this solution to �nd C

v(0; s) = Ce�
s2+A
s

(0) = C = ~F (s) (8.12)

The Laplace solution becomes

v(x�; s) = ~F (s)e�
s2+A
s

x (8.13)

Preparing this equation for the inverse Laplace transform

v(x�; s) = s ~F (s)e�
A
s
x1

s
e�xs (8.14)

Using the identities

e�xs �f(s)!
(

0; for t < x
f(t� x); for t � 0

(8.15)
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L�1[s ~F (s)] = ~F 0(t) (8.16)

L�1[
1

s
e�

Ax
s ] = Jo(2

p
Axt) (8.17)

L�1( �f(s)�g(s)) =

Z t

0
f(t� �)g(�)d� (8.18)

Transforming s ~F (s) using identity 8.16 then using identity 8.15 to combine ~F 0(t)

with e�
A
s
x. Next using the identity 8.17 to transform 1

se
�xs, then �nally using

identity 8.18 to combine this and the transformed ~F 0(t) fragment to give

v(x; t)!
(

0; for t < xR t�x
0

~F 0(t� x� �)Jo(2
p
Ax�)d�; for t � x

(8.19)

Using equation 8.19 and 8.3, the solution to sub-problem 1 becomes

u1(x; t) = v(x; t)e((2b�a)x�bt) (8.20)

8.2 Sub-Problem 2: Initial Value Problem

For a zero boundary value condition and non-zero initial conditions, sub-problem
2 becomes

utt + utx + aut + bux + cu = 0 (8.21)

u(0; t) = 0

u(x; 0) = go(x)

ut(x; 0) = ho(x)

Where go(x) and ho(x) are the odd extensions of the initial conditions g(x) and
h(x).
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In order to transform equation 8.22 into a more workable form without the mixed
partial derivative term, let

x̂ = 2x� t (8.22)

t̂ = t (8.23)

then substituting x̂ and t̂ into equation 8.22 and cancelling like terms, equation
8.22 becomes

Ut̂t̂ � Ux̂x̂ + aUt̂ + (2b� a)Ux̂ + cU = 0 (8.24)

here

u(x; t) = u(
1

2
(x̂+ t̂); t̂) (8.25)

� U(x̂; t̂)

Noticing that at t = 0, x̂ = 2x and t̂ = 0 then

u(x; 0) = u(
1

2
x̂; 0) (8.26)

= g(
1

2
x̂)

� G(x̂)

= U(x̂; 0)

Also

ut(x; 0) = Ut̂(
1

2
x̂; 0)� Ux̂(

1

2
x̂; 0) (8.27)

= Ut̂(
1

2
x̂; 0)�G0(x̂)

so

Ut̂(
1

2
x̂; 0) = ho(

1

2
x̂) +G0(x̂) (8.28)

� H(x̂)

= Ut̂(x̂; 0)
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The system now becomes

Ut̂t̂ � Ux̂x̂ +AUt̂ +BUx̂ + CU = 0 (8.29)

U(x̂; 0) = G(x̂)

Ut̂(x̂; 0) = H(x̂)

here A = a, B = 2b� a, C = c.

The solution to equation 8.29 has already been presented by Guenther and Lee
in their book, "Partial Di�erential Equations of Mathematical physics and Integral
Equations", pp. 114-121 [15]. The solution is represented here with a few notes
on how the solution needs to be implemented for a cross ow heat exchanger.

Letting,

� = x̂+ t̂ = 2x � = x̂� t̂ = 2(x� t)

� =
�A+B

4
� =

A+B

4

and

u(
1

2
(�+ �);

1

2
(�� �)) = w(�; �) exp[��+ ��] (8.30)

then

w�� = �kw (8.31)

w(�; �) = G(�) exp[�j�j�
2

] � ~G(�)

w�(�; �) =
1

2
[ ~G0(�) + J(�)] � �(�)

w�(�; �) =
1

2
[ ~G0(�)� J(�)] �  (�)

w�(�; �) �w�(�; �) = [
A

2
G(�) +H(�)] exp[�j�j�

2
]

� J(�)
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where

k = �[C
4
+ ��] (8.32)

Note: the term exp[� j�j�
2 ] has to be written as an even extension in order to keep

the initial conditions as bounded odd extensions. The Guenther book has this
written as exp[���

2 ]. Now de�ne

�(�; �) � 1

2
[ ~G(�) + ~G(�)] +

1

2

Z �

�
�(�)d� � 1

2

Z �

�
 (�)d� (8.33)

Then the solution to 8.32 is

w(�; �) = �(�; �) + k

Z �

�

Z �

�
Io(2

q
k(�� �)(� � �))�(�; �)d�d� (8.34)

Applying equation 8.30, the solution to 8.22 is

u2(x; t) = w(2x; 2(x � t))e[�2x+�2(x�t)] (8.35)

By superposition, equations 8.20 and 8.35 add to form the general solution to 8.1

u(x; t) = u1(x; t) + u2(x; t) (8.36)

8.3 PDE Solution Implementation

The above solutions were implemented using code written with MATLAB m-�les.
Two other models presented in the Pearson paper are included in the coding and
are compared against the results of the PDE model in the next chapter. The code
is included in the appendix.

Once the code generates a solution for the PDE and the two Pearson mod-
els, a few additional adjustments to the predictions have to be made in order to
compare the models with real data. Because the PDE solution solves the outlet
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air temperature for all time as well as distance along the coil, the data has to
be presented in the same way that the data from the Pearson models and the
actual measured coil dynamics are presented. Thus, the temperature along the
coil length was averaged for each time step to produce a data set of coil outlet air
temperature versus time only. Another adjustment needed in order to compare
the models with the measured coil dynamics is to incorporate the air temperature
sensor dynamics into the model predictions. Because the air temperature sensor
time constant ranged from 33 seconds at a low air ow rate to 37 seconds at a
high air ow rate, a time constant of 35 seconds was chosen to be used in the air
temperature sensor �lter. The model predictions were thus �ltered through a �rst
order transfer function that had a 35 second time constant. These adjustments
were both implemented by MATLAB m-�le code and is included in the appendix.

8.4 PDE Solution Validation

Figure 8.1 shows the temporal and spatial solution of sub-problem 1 or the general
PDE solution for the case where the hot water valve is suddenly actuated from
0% to 40% open on a coil whose water temperature equals its air temperature.
The x axis shows the dimensionless coil length, x�. x� = 0 is the position at the
hot water inlet to the coil and x� = 1 is the position at the hot water outlet of
the coil. The y axis, t�, is the dimensionless time where t� = 0 is the onset of the
valve modulation and time increases as t� increases. The z axis is the outlet air
temperature in degrees Celsius, Tao, at a time t

� and a distance along the coil x�.

Overall, the expected results agree with �gure 8.1. Since the initial conditions
are zero, the coil outlet air temperature starts at the inlet air temperature. As
the valve is modulated to an opening of 40%, the hot water starts to heat up the
air near the inlet of the coil at x� = 0. The heating e�ect has a time lag due
to the time needed to push the cooler water out of the coil. At steady state, the
temperature pro�le along the coil is a decreasing exponential function over distance
due to rules of heat transfer. Along with this, the expected system gain and system
time constant are within the same order of magnitude as those observed on the
actual system. These expected results shown in �gure 8.1 verify that the general
solution to the PDE is simulating actual coil behavior.
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Figure 8.1: General PDE Solution for a Water Valve Step Change, 0% to
40% valve opening
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Chapter 9

PDE Model Results

Several coil model predictions to steps in water velocity for coils initially having no
water ow and a zero initial temperature gradient between the water and air, are
plotted against actual experimental data as shown in �gures 9.1 through 9.4. All
comparisons were done for an air ow rate of 0.5 m3=s and inlet air temperature
around 25 oC. The �nal water valve openings of 10%, 20%, 40%, and 80% were
investigated.

There are three dynamic models that are compared with experimental data in
�gures 9.1 through 9.4. The �rst model is the PDE model and its development and
use has been discussed in the previous chapters. The P&L mixed beta model and
the P&L �nal beta model are models developed in the Pearson, Leonard, and Mc-
Cutchan paper and are known as simpli�cations of the general PDE solution [14].
The P&L mixed beta model uses both �nal and initial coil property values (ie.
beta values) to predict coil dynamics while the P&L �nal beta model uses only
�nal coil property values to predict coil dynamics. The main advantage of both of
these simpli�ed coil models is that they are easy to use.

The general trend of the models is that the P&L mixed beta model predicts
a slow response, the P&L �nal beta model predicts a fast response while the
PDE model predicts a response time somewhere in between the other two model's
response times. For the change in valve position of 0% to 10% open shown in �gure
9.1, the models do not predict the actual dynamics too accurately. One possible
reason for this is that the experimental data does not register a change in air outlet
temperature until 30 seconds after the valve is stepped. The air temperature sensor
should register a change within this time but due to a slow water ow rate, only
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Figure 9.1: Dynamic Comparisons of Coil Model Predictions and Real Ex-
perimental Data for a Valve Change of 0% to 10% Open
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Figure 9.2: Dynamic Comparisons of Coil Model Predictions and Real Ex-
perimental Data for a Valve Change of 0% to 20% Open
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Figure 9.3: Dynamic Comparisons of Coil Model Predictions and Real Ex-
perimental Data for a Valve Change of 0% to 40% Open
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perimental Data for a Valve Change of 0% to 80% Open
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a small amount of air near the coil water inlet was heated up. This air probably
bypassed the temperature sensor in the �rst seconds of the step change. Besides
this, the models predict reasonable coil dynamics. The air outlet temperature
did respond within an acceptable time frame as shown in �gure 9.2 for the valve
position change of 0% to 20% open. For this valve position change, the PDE
model predicted the dynamics almost perfectly with small di�erences noticed only
near the beginning of the valve change at 30 seconds. The P&L models predict
the dynamics within 2 oC for all time but the P&L mixed beta model predicts a
response time of almost 100 seconds longer than the actual response time (here
response time is the time it takes for the temperature to go from +0.5 oC of the
initial air outlet temperature to -0.5 oC of the �nal air outlet temperature). For
a valve position change of 0% to 40% open shown in �gure 9.3, the P&L model
appears to predict the coil dynamics the closest out of the three models. However,
the P&L mixed beta model predicts a slow response time overall. If the gain of
the system was lowered slightly, the PDE model would predict the dynamics the
closest since its response time is about the same as the actual coil response time.
The last dynamic comparison is shown in �gure 9.4 for a valve change of 0% to
80% open. Unfortunately, the actual dynamics had an unaccounted for transient
condition during the experimental test. Due to the high �nal water ow rate, the
heater could not keep up with the heat demand needed to keep the inlet coil water
temperature at its speci�ed value. The inlet water temperature dropped for a
signi�cant period of time before it was brought slowly up to the needed coil inlet
temperature. The observed dynamics are thus dependent on how fast the heater
can regain its set point which the models do not account for in their predictions.

Despite the accuracy of the PDE model shown in �gures 9.1 through 9.4, the
PDE model has signi�cant advantages over other simpli�ed coil models. First, the
PDE model is an exact solution that is valid for all ranges of coil inlet conditions
while simpli�ed models are not valid beyond the range of their simpli�ed assump-
tions. In other words, the PDE model is not restricted by as many assumptions
as simpli�ed coil models are and it is valid for a wider range of inlet conditions
than the simpli�ed models are. Another advantage of the PDE model is that the
solution is presented for time and distance along the coil while the models are only
solved for time. This added spatial solution allows for more complex analysis be-
tween the coil model and the actual coil dynamics. Finally, the PDE model can be
solved for various boundary conditions and initial conditions while the models are
only valid for zero initial conditions and a step change in water ow rate boundary
condition.
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Chapter 10

Recommendation for Future Work

10.1 PI/net Controller

Despite out performing the PI controller in nearly every experiment, the PI/net
controllers can be improved even further. One improvement noted previously is
increasing the amount of data sets that the real trained neural network is trained
with. In particular, the network needs to be trained with more data sets that
represent the high gain states. This is true because a small change in the coil inlet
conditions while the coil is in a high gain state produces a large change in outlet
air temperature. Accounting for the e�ect of minor changes in coil inlet conditions
equates to increasing the amount of training data resolution that the network is
trained with for the high gain states. Despite having trained with a majority of
high gain state data sets, the need for more training data is apparent as shown
in the Controller Results chapter. It is recommended that at least 100 more data
sets be added to the existing 100 sets already used, an additional 30 sets to the
existing 30 sets of validation data, and an additional 30 sets to the existing 30 sets
of �nal testing data.

Another needed area of improvement mentioned previously is the tendency of
the neural network to continuously reset the PI control loop while the controller
is near steady state. If the neural network is well trained, then this does not
pose a problem because the neural network will only reset the controller to the
correct position thereby shortening the time needed for the controller to get to
steady state. When the resetting occurs with an inaccurate valve prediction, the
controller either takes longer to come to the correct steady state or settles with
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an incorrect steady state value. A neural network intervention value greater than
the one used in this report, 3 % of the valve stem travel, eliminates this resetting
but stops the neural net from intervening during other times which would help
controller performance. One path of improvement would be to investigate further
what value of intervention produces the optimum controller response for varying
neural network inputs. A greater intervention value slows PI/net performance
down slightly for all control actions but also might eliminate steady state error
completely. More research needs to be conducted to determine the value of this
trade o�. Another path of improvement might be to reset the PI loop with the
neural network only when one of its inputs changes drastically. The controller
used in this report is reset only when the output of the network changes by a
certain amount di�erent from the last value of neural network intervention. If
each of the four neural network inputs were monitored separately for changes, and
these changes triggered a neural network intervention, then certain disturbances
known to produce unwanted PI loop resetting could be monitored more closely. For
instance, the neural net could be programmed to intervene only after encountering
a large shift of the air ow rate signal which is known to be fairly variable while
still intervening after an encounter with a small change in the coil inlet water
temperature signal which is known to be fairly steady. These are a few of the
many ways that can improve PI/net controller performance but have not been
investigated yet.

The PI/net controller is not just applicable to HVAC control. In the future,
the PI/net controller could be applied to any operation that requires a PI control
loop and can have its �nal steady state value predicted using a neural network.
The additional uses of the PI/net controller are beyond the scope of this project
but are known to be numerous.

10.2 PDE Model

The PDE model is only the �rst step in developing a model that can predict
the complex dynamics expected under MIMO control where several coil inputs
may be varied simultaneously. The next step towards simulating MIMO control
is to develop a model that can predict the coil dynamics for a step in water ow
velocity from an initial non-zero value to another greater or lower value. The
current model can only predict coil dynamics from a zero water velocity to a non-
zero water velocity. Thus, the current model is limited to only startup conditions
of the heating coil. Following this model, a model has to be developed that can
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predict coil dynamics for other changes in coil inlet conditions such as a step change
in air ow rate, or a step change in inlet air temperature. This last model could be
used to simulate coil dynamics expected under the action of MIMO control since
MIMO control will vary air ow rate and inlet air temperature in order to produce
a desired coil outlet air temperature. These two models just discussed should
most likely be solutions to the PDE that governs the heating coil. Simpli�ed PDE
models can be obtained but implementing them for several simultaneous changing
coil inlet conditions will be complex. The uncertainty inherent in simpli�ed models
will also be magni�ed as their solutions are added to produce the desired dynamics.
Due to the lower amount of simpli�ed assumptions, a single exact PDE solution
model will have less uncertainty and will be valid for a wider range of coil inputs
than models that incorporate simpli�ed PDE solutions.

In regards to future work on the PDE model discussed here, there is an ad-
ditional comparison that could be obtained before proceeding onto further model
development. The heating coil could be out�tted with thermocouples along the
length of the heat exchanger to determine how well the PDE model predicts the
spatial temperature distribution. For this project, the outlet air temperature along
the length of the heating coil is averaged so it can be compared with the actual
outlet air temperature determined from one averaging temperature probe. Addi-
tional spatial temperature measurements could verify the performance of the PDE
model further.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion

In controlling the outlet air temperature on an HVAC hot water-to-air heating
coil, it was found that using a neural network to stu� the PI controller loop with
the expected controller value needed to achieve a speci�ed outlet air set point
shows improved controller performance over the same PI controller acting alone.
Not only did the PI/net controller out perform the PI controller in almost every
comparison but the PI/net controller also showed a constant response time around
100 seconds for the entire range of gain states. The PI controller acting alone would
perform well for the gain state it was tuned at but would perform sluggishly for all
other gain states encountered. At low gain states, the PI controller had a settling
time of over 600 seconds while the PI/net controller had a settling time of only
100 seconds. This report makes it clear that the addition of a neural network into
a PI controller substantially lowers coil response time as well as eliminating the
e�ect of sluggish control experienced when the controller encounters a gain state
di�erent than the one it was tuned at.

In addition to these positive results shown by the PI/net controller, the PI/net
does not just apply to an HVAC control scheme alone. The PI/net controller can be
implemented on various other devices that need PI control and that can have their
steady state controller value predicted by a neural network. The opportunities for
this device are numerous and should be investigated further.

The dynamic heating coil PDE model presented in this report is the �rst step
in the development of a dynamic coil model that can give coil predictions for
simultaneously varying coil inlet conditions expected under action of a MIMO
controller. The model presented here shows improvement over previous simpli�ed
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PDE coil models as well as being applicable to a wider range of coil initial and
boundary conditions. In general, the PDE model presented here is a signi�cant
�rst step for future exact PDE coil models.
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